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Select Structural Material

OUTHER^ yellow pine limber resists, in an exceptional

degree, all of the stresses develo])ed in strnctures. These

stresses are tension, compression ])arallel and perpendicular

to the grain and shear parallel to the grain. Wood is the only

natural structural material that has the ability to resist all

of these stresses in the right ])roporlions. The physical prop-

erties of the southern yellow pines are so scientifically adjusted

by nature that these species are used for structural ])urposes

to a greater extent than all of the others.

It is a natural law, correspondent to the coniferous woods, that the strength

varies with the specific dry weight and density.

It is the quality of great density and specific dry weight that makes the

longleaf species the strongest of the structural woods. This is supplemented by

a straight grain and a comparative freedom from serious defects. This species

is also distinguished by a large resin content and small percentage of sap wood.

It is these qualities that make it the most durable of woods when exposed to the

elements or to conditions of high constant temperature and relatively high

humidity.*

Longleaf pine i Pinus paliistris) is eminently qualified for use in bridges and

trestles where great strength and durability are essential. Timbers for such

structures must show a large percentage of heartwood and the other properties

required by the Standard Specifications for Southern Yellow Pine Bridge and

Trestle Timbers adopted by the American Railway Engineering Association. It

is also adapted for use in factories and w arehouses where great strength is required

and in textile mills where durability and resistance to dry rot are the essential

factors. It is the strongest because it is the most dense and the most durabh^

because the most resinous.

The use of wood for structural purposes is confined almost exclusively to the

conifers. The annual cut of coniferous wood in the United States is thirty-four

billion feet, board measure, which is 76 per cent of the total cut. including the

hardwoods. Of the coniferous woods cut, the Southern \ ellow Pines amount to

37 per cent, or four times as much as the most plentiful competing wood. The
predominating species of these woods are the longleaf and shortleaf; 232.3 billion

feet of longleaf and 152.1 billion feet of shortleaf and loblolly, contributing to the

total of 634 billion feet of standing timber in the Southern Pine region; cypress

40.4 biUion feet; and all hardwoods together, 209.2 billion feet.**

*See Mechanical Properties of Woods Grown in the United Stales. United States Forest Service, Circular 213;

The Mechanical Properties of Wood, b\ Prof. S. J. Record; Lumber and Its Uses, by R. S. Kellogg.

**The Lumber Industry, Part I, Standing Timber, Defartment of Con^nierce and Labor, Bureau of Cor-

porations, 1913.



rtant Factors in the Lojijiinft Operatic BOGALUSA

It is a recognized lad tliat tlie type of l)iiii(liiiji coiislriietioii known as

"standard mill" possesses advantages not equaled by an\ olher ty])e of construc-

tion when used for factories, warehouses and other connnercial purposes. These

advantages are economy in cost of construction, and a very high degree of lire

resistance when built and equipped with automatic sprinklers as specified by the

Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Com|)anies. One of the greatest ad-

vantages of this type of construction is that sucli buiKHngs are flexible: they can

be easily altered for dilT(>r(Mit kinds of occupancy. This is not the case with the

fixed and inllexible concrete building.

With the rapid growth of American cities and the changing character of

localities it is often necessary to remove perfectly good structures. A notable

example was the demolition and rebuilding of the Albert Dickinson Company's

extensive warehouses in (^hicago. After being in use twenty-two years every ])iece

of Southern Yellow Pine Timber was reused in tiie new phuit.

The fire hazard to buildings and contents, in properly constructed and ('((ui|)ped

buildings of this type, docs not exceed that in buildings of any otiier tyi)e used for

the same purposes. For buildings of standard mill construction, a long and satis-

factory experience with Southern Longleaf Yellow Pine demonstrates the unchallenged

superiority of that wood.
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OGALLSA Plant Supplied \iilh Raw Material

The strength of Southern Long Leaf Yellow Pine is not affected by pre-

serving with creosote,* while some other coniferous woods show a marked loss in

strength after receiving this treatment.**

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE

Standard Speciiications and Grading Rules

HOW can tlic architect or engineer secure the best results in using this ma-

terial:' First, by selecting the proper grade of material according

to any of the specifications hereinafter mentioned, and suitable for

the use to which the material is to be put.

The standardization of the manufacture and grading of Southern \ellow

Pine originated about twenty years ago in the Southern Lumber Manufac-

turers' Association, which organization was succeeded by the YeUow Pine

Manufacturers' Association and the Southern Pine Association. This organ-

ization was always in the lead in this work but during this time the standard-

ization of manufacture and grading was also imdertaken by the Atlantic Coast

Association, Avhich originated what are known as the Interstate Rules of 1905.

*See Bulletin 149. American Railway Engineering Association.

**See Bulletin 168. American Railway Engineering Association.



All of these standard grading rules were based on a permissible niaxiinuni

number of defects and disregarded entirely the strength and durability of the wood.

Hence we have such grades as Standard, Merchantable' and Prime on the Atlantic

coast and the old grades of No. 1 and No. 2 common in the central portion of

the country. In no case do these rules provide for the necessities of the architect

and engineer, inasnuich as they do not fix any strength value and it is princi-

|)ally strength and durability with which structural experts are concerned.

As a result of these unscientific grading rules it has been diificult to procure

a satisfactory material having a dependable and uniformly measurable strength;

this situation causing engineers and architects to use other materials of construc-

tion. Such difficulty hi securing suitable material finally led to a demand on the

j)arl of those writing specifications for a grading rule l)ased on strengtli quality.

The first effort to meet with this demand was that of the American Railway

Engineering Association, always a leader in engineering progress, whose ineinl)ers

in 1909 adopted the standard specification for bridge and trestle tindxMS. Early

in 1914 the Forest Service, United States DeparLment of Agriculture, made a
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rule to govern the purchases of yellow pine used in tlie construclion of the Panama
Canal. On May 4, 1914, a committee of the Yellow Pine Mamifacturers" Associa-

tion approved a rule for "structural grades"" based on tlie density and strength

(piality of the wood. This action was followed shortly thereafter by tlie Georgia-
Florida Saw Mill Association by the adoption of a similar rule adapted to the
forests controlled by that association.

The latest rules to lie adopted are those of the Southern Pine Association,

ill 1915. which are based largely on the investigations and recommendations of

the Forest Service. On March 15, 1915, the Inspection Department of the
Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies issued specifications

for a special grade of longleaf pine for use in Mutual factories. These specifica-

tions provide for branding the material at the mill and are comjilete in that thev
grade for durability as well as strength. They are based on the results of in-

vestigation of a large number of recent cases of dry rot in factories in which
defective material had been used.

In subsequent pages are given the current gradhig rules as follows:

(1) Specifications of the Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies of 1915. (These specifications

call for the very highest grade of structural timbers.)

(2) Select Structural Cirade adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials and the Southern Pine
Association, 1915.

(3) Standard Grades of the Southern Pine Association, adopted 1915.

(4) Standard Grades of the American Railway Engineering Association, adopted 1909.

The Standard Specification for Yellow Pine Bridge and Trestle Timbers
adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials, September 1. 1910, is in

effect identical with that of the American Railway Engineering Association and
the suggested rule of the United States Forest Service and the rule of the Georgia-

Florida Saw Mill Association (adopted in 1914) are similar to, but not so specific

as that adopted by the Southern Pine Association. The Interstate Rules of 1905
are no longer in accord with ap]3roved engmeering practice; hence these rules are

omitted.

Southern \ ellow Pnie is manufactured to conform to the standard sizes and
dressing of the Southern Pme Association. For the use of engmeers and architects

a table of the nominal and actual sizes has been prepared, to which has been added
data concerning the properties of the sections. This data is of the same kind that

is used in connection with steel construction and affords the designer in wood
construction the same facilities for accurate work.*

Branded material safeciuards (he purchaser and the writer of the specification by

locating the source of supply and the responsilnliiy of the inspection service.

-After selecting the grade cuid specification, the designer should further require

that the material bear the brand BOGALUSA, which signifies that the material is

genuine longleaf pine [Pinus palustris) properly manufactured and carefully

graded.

*See pages 20-23.
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SOUTHERN LONG LEAF YELLOW PINE

Where to Get it.

THE Great Southern LuxMBEr Company, located at Bogalusa, Louisiana,

is satisfying the growing demand for a scientifically graded and branded

material of uniform quality by applying the dependable brand BOGALUSA
to it products. Thus branded, this company is ])repared to furnish longleaf

yellow pine, every stick of which conforms to the grades mentioned whether

domestic or export.

The enormous outi)ut of the Bogalusa Mills makes the most uniform grading

of structural timber not only ])ossible, but highly practicable.

The mills of the Great Southern Lumber Company at Bogalusa, are the

largest in the world, with a daily capacity of 1.000,000 board feet of manufactured

lumber, a large part of this output being composed of heavy structural timbers.

The extensive forests owned by the Great Southern Lumber Company
consist of virgin tracts of southern longleaf yellow pine, enabling it to furnish

lumber and structural timber conforming to the most rigid specifications. This



Company's holdings insure its ability to supply such material for many years.

A large modern wood preserving plant is an important department in tiie

Bogalusa organization. By use of chemical treatment good material can be

made more durable imder exceptionally trying conditions and sappy material

which is strong can be made serviceable l)y increasing its durability. Many of

the dry rot cases rei)orted have resulted from sajjpy. non-resinous material wliich

became infected with dry rot germs before being ])ut into the structure. This

would have been ])revented if this same sappy material had been given a reliable

chemical treatment after being sawn before the germs had obtained an entrance.

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR SOUTHERN
YELLOW PINE

Specifications Suggested for a Special Grade of Longleaf Pine for Use
in Mutual Factories*

In making contracts for beams, coliunns and plank to be used in "Slow Burning Construction," the following

specifications are recommended:
Density. No part of the material shall have a density of less than 30 pounds per cujjic foot when testetl by

boring smooth holes one inch in dianictcr and two inches deep in the ends of the stick, drying to constant weight at

212° F. and weighing the borings and (iitii|)uliiig tlic density from the \cilurne of the hole.

Rosin. None of the heartwood shall show less than four per cent of rosin by weight when borings are taken

with a one inch bit with a hole two inches deep, dried to constant weight at 212° F. and extracted with benzole,

the extracted rosin evaporated until it is not soft or sticky when touched with the finger at 70° F.

Heartwood. Heartwood shall show in all four faces of every stick, and sapwood shall not extend more than I wo
inches from the corner at any place, measured perpendicularly to the corner across the face.

Growth Rings. For timbers 6x8 inches, or larger, there must show on the cross section between the third and
fourth inch, measured radially from the heart center or pith, not less than six annual rings of growth, a majority of

which shall show al least otic-lhird sumiiicrwocid. which is the dark portion of the annual rings; liiil wide ringed ma-
terial excluded by this rule will be accc[ilable. pros iding that in the majority of the annual rings the dark ring is hard

and in width equal to or greater than the adjari'iit light (olore<i ring.

For pieces in which the center is not iiicludiil. there must show on the cross section, an average of not less than

six annual rings of growth, with not less than one-third sununerwood. Timbers will be rejected in which there

is no sharp contrast in color between the springwood and summerwood.
Defects. No timber with knots greater than one inch in diameter, or rot, or injurious shakes will be accepted.

Branding. Longleaf pine sold under this specification shall be branded with the letters "F. M.," the name of

the lumber manufacturer, the location of the sawmill from which it comes, and the date of sawing, in letters at least

one inch high.

Specifications for Southern Yellow Pine Timbers, Adopted by The
Southern Pine Association, October, 1915

TIMBER GRADES
The grades of timber arc as follows:

"Select Structural Material." "Square Edge and Sound Timbers."
"Merchantable Tindjers." "No. 1 Common Timbers."

GENERAL TIMBER SPECIFICATIONS
AH tind)er except No. 1 Common must be free from defects such as injurious ring or round shakes, and through

shakes that extend to the surface; unsound and loose knots, and knots in groups that will materialls impair the

strength. Seasoning checks and discolored sap shall not be considered defects in any grade.

Knots

Knots shall be classified as round and spike in form and for quality as sound, encased, h)ose and unsound.

A round knot is oval or circidar in form.

A spike knot is one sawn in a lengthwise direction.

A soiinil knot is mic solid acro.;s lis face, is as hard as the wood which surrounds it, may be citlicr red or black.

and fixed by growth or position so llial it will retain its place in the piece.

An encased knot is one surrounded in whole or in part by pitch or bark and when grown fast to the piece or li\(<l

by position so that it will retain ils place in the piece it shall be considered a sound knot.

A loose knot is one not hi^ld lirmly in place by growth or position.

An unsound knot is one not as hard as the wood surrounding it, or one having a hole in it.

*See "Dry Rot in Factory Tindiers." by F. J. Hoxie, 1915; Inspection Department Associated Factory Mutual
Insurance Companies, Boston.
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Wane

Wane is bark on the ccirniT of the piece, nr tlie absence of the corner.

Shakes

Shakes are cracks appearing on the ends of timbers, either intersectinf: the annual trrowth rinps or separating
I he same. They shall be classified as ring or round shakes and through shakes.

A ring or round shake is an opening between the annual rings.

A through shake is one e.Ytending from the region of the center to the surface of the piece or extending between
two faces.

Shakes not hereinbefore described unless known to ha\ e extensi\ e penetration shall not be considered a defect

under this classification.

Sizes and Lengths

All rough timber, except No. 1 Common, must be full size when green. One-quarter inch shall be allowed for

each side surfaced.

Standard lengths are multiples of two feet, eight to twenty feet, inclusi\ e. Extra lengths are miJtiples of two
feet, twenty-two feet and longer. When lineal average is specified, standard of lengths .shall be multiples of one foot.

GIL\DES

The grades of timber shall be designated as follows;

Select Structural Material.

Merchantable Timbers.

Heart Timbers

.\1I timber specifications, except "Merchantable," specifying heart requirements, shall be considered as a special

contract.

Square Edge and Sound Timbers.

No. 1 Common Timbers.
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nercial Lonft Leaf" is Unknown at BOGALUSA. These Branded Stocks are Genuine Long Leaf Pine

Select Structural Material

ft rule innirpondiiuj suggestions by the United States Forest Service. Adopted liy the American Society for Testing

Materials, Aug. ?/, 1915. Copyright, 1915, American Society for Testing Materials.)

REQUIREMENTS FOR DENSITY AND RATE OF (iROWTH

1. Shall cDiitain only sound wood and be well manufactured.

2. Shall conform to the definition of dense Southern pine as adopted by the American Society for Teslinj;

Materials, August 21st, 1915, as follows:

Dense soulhcrn yellow pine shall sliiiw on either end an a\craf,'i' of at least six annidar rings per inch and at

least one-third suiiuner wood, or else the t;n'atest number of ring's sliall show at least one-third summer wootl, all as

measured o\ er the third, fourth and fifth inches on a radial line from pith.

Wide-rinf;e<l material excluded by this rule, will be acceptable, provided the amoimt of smnmer wood, as above

measured, shall be at least one-half.

The contrast in color between summer wood and spring wood shall be sharp and the summer wood shall be dark

in color except in pieces having considerably above the minimum requirement for smnmer wood.

For the purpose of determining whether any given piece meets the requirements for density and rate of growth,

the following ride, suggested by the United States Forest Service, shall be applied. It will be sullicient if either end

passes the inspection.

(1) Pith Present or Accurately Located.

(A) Radial line of 5" present.

(a) Apply inspection

(R) Radiid line of 5" not present.

\ppl\ inspic lion to the second inch on 2x3, 2x4, 2x6, 3x3, 3x4, 4x4, or any other dimension

material that has less than 16 square inches on the cross-section.

\,b) In the larger material apply inspection to the 3 inches farthest from the pith.

er third, foiirlh .mil liftli inch(
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The Pine Tree Inn at BOGALUSA, Maintained for the Comfort of the Great Southern Lumber Company's Visito

(.2) Pith Not I'kksknt (jr Cannot be Aci;i ratelv Located.
(A) Material over 3" thick, apply inspection to three inches nearest the pith.

(B) Dimension material 3 " or less in thickness, apply inspection to second inch of the piece nearest the pith.

(3) The Radial Line Chosen Shall Show a Representative Number of Annual Rings of
Growth and Per Cent of Summerwood.

DEFIMTRIN FOR SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
3. Southern Yellow Pine—This term includes the species of yellow pine growing in the Southern States from

Virginia to Texas, that is. the pines hereto known as longleaf pine {Piniis paluslris), shortleaf pine {Pimis echinala),
loblolly pine (Pinus laeda), Cuban pine iPiiiiis lielerophyUa), and pond pine (Pinus serotina).

Under this heading two classes of linihcr arc designated: (A) dense southern yellow pine and (B) sound south-
ern yellow pine. R is understood that these two terms are descriptive of quality rather than of botanical species

(a) Dense southern yellow pine shall show on either end an average of at least six animal rings per inch and at
least one-third summer wood, or else the greater number of the rings shall show at least (nie-lliini suiiuner wood,
all as measured over the third, fourlh and fifth inches on a radial line from the pith. \\ idc-ringed material excluded
by this rule will be accei)table. i)roN ide<i thai the amount of sunuiier wood as above iiicasiircd shall be at least one-half.

The contrast in colcjr bet\v<'eii sunuiirr w 1 and spring wood shall be sharp and the sijunner wood shall be dark
in color, except in pieces having ccjnsidcrabK abo\e the minimum rc(]iiireinent for summer wood.

(b) Sotmd soutlieni \ello\v pine shall include pieces of southern pine without any ring or summerwood requirement.

RESTRICTIONS ON KNOTS IN BEAMS
-t. Shall not have in Volume 1 sound knots greater

in diameter than one-fourth the width of the face on
which they appear—maximum knot I'q "• Shall not have
in Volume 2 sound knots greater in diameter than one-

'/, (.e/iffffi
' y2 /c/itj/fr 'A/enffK' half the width of the face on which thev appear—maximum' >
\

-^ ' -^
\ knot 3 inches.

The aggregate diameter of all knots within the center half of the length of any face shall not exceed the width
of that face.

The diameter of a knot on the narrow or horizontal face of a beam is to be taken as its projection on a line

perpendicular to the edge of the timber. On the wide or \ ertical face, the smallest dimension of a knot is to be taken
as its diameter.

17
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The Great Southern Lumber Company's Adr adquarters at BOGALUSA

5. Sliall not llcl

knots i inches

iiluinn— nuixiinuni

RKSTHlCnoNS ON KNOTS IN COLUMNS
ive sound knots greater in diameter than one-third the least wi<lth of tlie

RESTRICTIONS ON SHAKES AND CHECKS IN BEAMS

6. Round or ring shakes shall not occupy, at either end of a limber, more than one-fourth the width of u'een

material, nor more than one-third the width of seasoned material.

Any combination of checks and shakes which would reduce the strength to a greater extent than tin' iillo\v;ilile

round shakes will not be permitted. Shakes shall not show on the faces of cither green or seasoned timlicr.

RESTRICTIONS ON CROSS GRAIN IN BEAMS.

Shall not ha\e diagonal grain with slope greater than one in twenty in Volume 1.

Merchantable Timbers
May be either dense or sound pine.

All merchantable timbers shall be well mMimfarlured and conform to the (icncral Timber Speciticalions.

Sizes under 9" on the larg<st diiiiinsiini sIjmU show two-thirds or more heart surface on one of the wide faces;

sizes 9" and over on the lar^'tst diniciisiori sliiill slinw two-thirds or more heart on both of the wide faces. When
sticks are square the fa(<' showing the niosl heart shall govern the inspection on sizes under 9". and the two faces

showing the most heart shall goNcrii the iiis(i(iliciii when 9" and over. Heart showing the full length, even if not

two-thirds of the area as alio\c. shall meet llic riipiircments of this quality.

Wane not exceeding one-eighth of the dimension of the face and one-quarter of the length of the piece on one

corner, or the equivalent on two or more corners on not to exceed ten per cent of the (jieces, shall he adiniltc'd.

Square Edge and Sound Timbers

iforiu to the (ieneral Timber Specilications,
May be either dense or sound pine.

Square edge and sound timbers shall be well manufactured and

admitting sound knots, and shall be free from wane.

No. 1 Common Timbers
Mav be either dense or sound pine.

Conunoii lindiers, rough 4x4 and larger, shall not be more than 3i" scant at any poml when green, and be well

manufactured, and may have 1} i" wane on one corner one-third the length of the piece, or its equivalent on two or

more corners; the wane measured on its face.

Timbers 10x10 in size ma\ have 2 " wane as above; the larger sizes may have wane as above m proportion to sizes.

The diameter of an\ one knot shall not exceed 2" in 4x4 to 6.\6; 2}/^" in 6x8 to 8x10; 3" in 10x10 to 10x12; S^A"

in 12\12 to 12x14; 4" in 14x14 to 14x16; i^" in 16x16 to 16x18. In sizes not mentioned the diameter of knots ad-

missible will increase or decrease in proportion to the size of the timbers on .same basis as alio\ e specilied.

In determining the size of knots, mean or average diameter .shall be taken, or the e(|ui\alent of the above m
grouped knots at any one point. Shakes one-sixth the length of the piece, small uii

of pin worm holes, well scattered, are admissible.

18
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Standard Specifications for Southern Yellow Pine Bridge and
Trestle Timbers*

(To 1)1' Mpplii'd to sinjjle sticks and not Id ((iiiipoKilr iiKinliors.)

General Requirements

1. Except as noted, all timber shall be sound, sawed to standard size, full Icn^'lh. sipiare (drnered and straifihl

;

shall be close grained and free from defects such as injurious ring shakes and cross grain, unsound or loose knots,

knots in groups, decay, or other defects that will materially impair its strength.

Standard Size

2. Rough timbers sawed to standard size means that they shall not be over one-fourth (J4) in. scant from the

actual size specified. For instance, a twehe by twelve (12x12) in. timber shall measure not le.ss than eleven and
three-fourths by eleven and three-fourths (II34XII34) in.

Standard Dressing

3. Standard dressing means that not more than one-fourth (}<i) in. shall be allowed for dressing each surface.

For instance, a twelve by twelve (12x12) in. timber, after being dressed on four sides, shall measure not less than

eleven and one-half by eleven and one-half (llj^^xllj^^) in.

ST.\NDARD HEART GRADE. LONGLEAF YELLOW PINE

4. Stringers shall show not less than eighty-five (85) per cent heart on the girth anywhere in the length of the

piece; provided, however, that if the maximum amount of sap is shown on either narrow face of the stringer, the

average depth of sap shall not exceed one-half (}2) in. Knots greater than one and one-half {l}4) in. in diameter

will not be permitted at any section within four (4) in. of the edge of the pie<e. but knots shall in no case exceed

four (4) in. in their largest diameter.

5. Caps and sills shall show not less than eighty-five (85) per cent heart on each of the four sides, measured
across the sides anywhere in the length of the piece, to be free from knots over two and one-half (232) in. in diameter.

6. Posts shall show not less than seventy-fiye (75) per cent heart on each of the four sides, measured across

the sides anywhere in the length of the piece, and to be free from knots over two and one-half (23^) in. in diameter.

WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTLES

7. Longitudinal Struts and Girts. One side shall show all heart: the other side shall show not less than eighty-

five (85) per cent heart, measured across the side anywhere in the length of the piece, and shall be free from any
large knots or other defects that will materially injure its strength.

8. Longitudinal X Braces. Sash Braces and Sway Braces shall show four square corners and not less than

eighty (80) per cent heart on each of two sides, and shall be free from any large knots or other defects that will ma-
terially injure their strength.

9. Ties and Guard Rails shall show one side all heart; the other side and two edges shall show not less than

seventy-five (75) per cent heart, measured across the surface anywhere in the length of the piece; shall be free from

any large knots or other defects that will materially injure its strength; and where surfaced the remaining rough face

shall .show all heart.

STANDARD GRADE, LONGLEAF AND SHORTLEAF YELLOW PINE

10. Stringers shall be square cornered, with the exception of one (1) in. wane on one corner or one-half (3^) in.

wane on two corners. Knots shall not exceed in their largest diameter one-fourth I '4) of the width of the surface

of the stick in which they occur, and shall in no case e.xceed four (4) in. Ring shakes shall not extend over one-

eighth (' s) of the length of the piece.

11. Caps and Sills shall be square cornered, with the exception of one (l) in. wane on one corner, or one-half

(32) in. wane on two corners. Knots shall not exceed in their largest diameter one-fourth (}/^) of the width of the

siu-face of the stick in which they occur, and in no case shall exceed four (4) in. Ring shakes shall not extend over

one-eighth (3s) of the length of the piece.

*Adopted by American Railway Engineering Association. See proceedings. \(i]. 10. Part 1. 1909, pp. 537,

5.W-.S41, 598-603; Vol. 11. I'MO, part 1. pp. 176. 180. 181, 228-230. .Vssoiialioii Manual, 1'Ml edition, pp. 141-143.
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12. Posts shall be square cornered, willi llie exception of one (I) in. wane on one corner, or one-half (ji) in,

vane on two corners. Knots shall not exceed, in their largest diameter, one-fourth (I4) of the width of the surface

of the stick in which they occur, and shall in no case exceed four (4) in. King shakes shall not extend over one-

eighth (' s) <>f the length of the piece.

\^. Longitudinal Struts and Girts shall be square cornered and sound, and shall be free from any large knots

nr other defects that will materially injure their strength.

14. Longitudinal X Braces, Sash Braces and Sway Braces shall be square cornered and sound, and shall be

free froni any large knots or other defects that will materially injure their strength.

EXPLANATORY NOTE FOR STANDARD HEART GRADE

Ttiese specifications slate the maximum limit of sap wood wliicti wilt be accepted. In practice, witli pood inspection, the elTecl of these

specifications should be to secure timber the bulk of which is practically all heart. In permanent bridge timber, not prolecle<l from decay,

sapwood is not only useless in itself, but by furnishing a lodgment for the spores of fungi it is the cause of starting and promoting the con-

tiirjance of rot in the heart. Sapwood, especially after decay has set in, is also extremely susceptible to fire, while with precautions ordi-

narily exercised heartwood is practically immune from this source of danger.

On the other hand, for ordinary commercial purposes sapwood is as valuable as heart. Therefore, if the mill owners understand

wliat is wanted, good heart timber can be obtained for a small advance in price over what is usually furnished, much of which contains in

hulk .50 per cent or more of sap wood.

To obtain proper results inspection should be made at the mills, where unsatisfactory timber can be rejected without hardship to

the mill owner. Extensive buyers of timber should have inspectors stationed at the mills. To cover the needs of smaller buyers ami

municipalities, it seems that some of the established inspection compaaies might maintain an organization of timber inspectors at the

mills, which would prove profitable to themselves, satisfactory to the mill owners and of incalculable benefit to those who use the timber.

Working Unit Stresses, Load Limits, etc., for Southern

Yellow Pine

SAFE LOADS IN POUNDS UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED FOR SOUTHERN YELLOW
PINE BEAMS LIMITED BY RESISTANCE TO HORIZONTAL

SHEAR ALONG THE NEUTRAL AXIS

(Actual Size)

2'Ax 6
3x64x66x6

X 8
X 8
X 8

2 xlO
I'AxlO

15^x 3H
3Mx 3%
3'Ax 3H

2Mx 5H
2Hx 5'A
aygx SVs
5Kx S'A

IHx 7'A
2Mx 7H
2?ix TA
3%x lA
hViX 7

A

7Mx 7

A

\%x 9A
2>Ax 9A
2Hx S'A
3%x QA
5Ax 9H
7Ax 9A
9J^x 9A

IHxUA
2>ixtlJ^
2'AxllA
z'AxUA
SA'^iiA
7A^nA
OAxiiA
UA'^UA

Horizontal Shearing Si



SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE POSTS

(Actual Size)

SAFE LOADS IN TONS OF 2000 SAFE STRENGTH IN POUNDS
POUNDS PER INCH

For Various Values of 1 d.

Square End Rearing and Symmetrically Loaded.

Nom-



PROPERTIES AND MAXIMUM BENDING MOMENTS (IN FOOT POUNDS) FOR
SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE BEAMS



WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTLES-

WORKING UNIT-STRESSES FOR STRUCTURAL TIMBER USED IN
WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTLESf

(Expressed In Pounds Per Square Inch.]



A VISUAL METHOD OF DISTINGUISHING
LONGLEAF PINE*

By Arthur Koehler, Expert in Wood Identification,

Forest Products Laboratory, U. S. Forest Service, Madison, Wis.

\ detailed study of the wood of longleaf {Pinus pahislris), loblolly { Finns laeda). and short-

eaf {Pinus echinala) pines has recently been made at the Forest Produets Laboratory, Madison.

Wis., for the purpose of determining if differences could be found by which the botanical species

can always be distinguished. Previously no absolutely reliable means (>f identification had been

known. A number of characteristic features were discovered in each species and. as far as observa-

tions have been made, they bid fair to distinguish positively between the species. Although the

grading of structural timbers has lately been placed on a basis of density (shown by rate of growth

and percent of sunnnerwood), irrespective (.f species. \ct it is f)ften desirabfe to know the botanical

name of a specimen.

SIZK OF Prril A\D OF SKCOND ANXFAL \M\(,

Of chief interest to lumbermen is a difference in the size of the ])ith of these pines, because this

feature can be observed without a microscope.

The pith of longleaf has been found to be over 0.10 inch in diameter in all normal specimens

examined while in loblolly and shortleaf it was found to be less, except in specimens of vigorous

growth. The vigor of the tree at the time the j^ith was formed in any part of the stem is indicated
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by the diameter of the first few annual rings surrounding the pith at that point. Therefore it was

found that by talking the diameter of the second annua! ring into consideration, together with the

diameter of the pith, longieaf can also be separated from shortleaf and loliioily even when the latter

have a pith over 0.10 inch in diameter. So far no exceptions ha\e been found to tiie rule.

The illustrated diagram herewith (Fig. 1) sht)ws the diameter of the pith of each species plotted

gainst the diameter of the (1 annual ritiL

Fig. 2.—Transverse surface of a piece of longieaf pine showing pit
(P). limit of second annual ring (.\.R.). and leaf-trace (L.T.
Natural size.

l-]ach circle represents a separate tree. From
I lie diagram it will be seen that whenever the

_
pith in loblolly or shortleaf was found to be over

P ^^»*^J-;*w-'^^^V B ""^ '"*^'^ '" diameter the diameter of the sec-
^

ond annual ring was considerably larger than

(hat found in longieaf having the same sized

pith. The line (AB) was drawn so that those

points that fall above the line represent long-

leaf and those that fall below it represent

loblolly or shortleaf.

The diameter of the second annual ring

was chosen for these measurements because it

gave more satisfactory results in separating the

species than the first annual ring alone.

In longieaf, even in slow-growing specimens, the first annual ring is comparatively large (see

Fig. 3). This is evident from the fact that the yearly shoots are nearly always coarser in tliis

species than in loblolly and shortleaf. Therefore, in specimens having a pith 0.11 inch or a little

more in diameter the first annual ring of shortleaf or loblolly (fairly rapid growth) is only slightly

larger than the first annual ring of longieaf (slow growth). The second annual ring in such speci-

mens, however, is quite narrow in longieaf and fairly wide in the other two species, thus adding

to the degree of separation. (It will be noticed that the diameter of the second annual ring in-

cludes the first also and is not the difference between the two.) Rings farther out were not con-

sidered, because they do not indicate as well the

vigor of the tree at the time the pith was

formed.

A careful analysis of the data obtained

shows that out of 127 specimens of longieaf.

representing eighty-three diflerent trees, no

pith was found less than 0.1 1 inches in diameter

except in two specimens that were cut at a point

where a whorl of branches joined the stem.

Out of 110 specimens of shortleaf, representing

sixty-six different trees, only fifteen had a pith

over 0.10 inches in diameter. Out of sixty-

four specimens of loblolly, representing forty-

seven different trees, twenty had a pith over

0.10 inches in diameter. Usually the pith in

shortleaf and slow-growing loblolly was about

0.08 inch or a httle less in diameter. (The

"lead" in an ordinary lead pencil is about 0.08

or 0.09 inch in diameter and can be used for

comparison.) In general the pith is smallest

at the stump, becomes rapidly larger upward

and decreases again in the crown. All of the

specimens studied were botanically identified

bv the leaves or cones.
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HOW TO MEASURE PITH AND SECOND ANNUAL RING

The pith of the pines can be readily recognized as a small, darker and softer core in the struc-

tural center of the stem. The second annual ring is clearly defined by a distinct darker line (see

Fig. 2), but sometimes the first annual ring is rather faint, and care nuist be taken not to mistake

the third annual ring for the second. Occasionally dark bands, or false rings, are found in the wood

(see first and second rings of Fig. 4), but these can be distinguished from true annual rings by the

fact that their outer limit is not defined by a sharp line as is always the case with true annual rings.

Measurements made on a section where knots join the center of the stem are not reliable for identi-

fication. At such points the pith may be unusually small or the rings irregular and the other end

of the specimen should be examined. To measure the pith and second annual ring properly it is

first necessary to cut with a sharp knife a

smooth surface showing these structures.

-Moistening the wood often brings out the

structural features more clearly. With a rule

graduated in twenty-fifths or fiftieths of an

inch, the a\erage diameter of the pith not

including small projections can be measured.

A reading glass or low power hand lens is help-

ful but nt)t essential in making this nieasure-

Mient.

If the intersection of the lines on the dia-

gram representing the diameter of the pith and

of the second annual ring of a specimen falls

below the line (AB) it indicates that the speci-

men is not longleaf and may be either loblolly

or shortleaf. Should the point of intersection

fall close to the line (AB) a measurement on the

fjther end of the specimen may result in more

definite indications.

Obviously this method of identification

can be used only on timbers, ties or other pieces

containing the pith, but it is, as a rule, only

regarding large pieces that the lumberman or

contractor desires to know the exact species.

Furthermore, this method does not exclude the

minor southern pines, which, however, are

comparatively rare in the lumber markets.

Occasional pieces of Uuban pine might be

classed as longleaf by this method.FiK. 1.— Lol.Iolly ,>i

AHCROSCOriCAL DIFFERENCES

The more minute microscopical distinctions found for these three species can not be given in

detail here but will be published in a technical journal. Briefly it may, however, be said that the

leaf traces, vertical resin ducts, medullary rays, especially those containing resin ducts, and the

ray tracheids afford hclplul and de])endable criteria for idt^ntification of the species.

THE LEAF TRACES

The leaf traces can be seen but not measured with the naked eye in the first and second annual

rings where they appear as numerous miniature "knots" (Fig. 2). They are a continuation of the
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woody part of tlie leal' clusters thai tlotho each year's new growth and persist IV)r several years.

The leaf traces like the leaf dusters are largest in longleaf and smallest in shortleaf. In loblolly

they are intermediate and overlap the other two species in size.

OTHER CHARACTERS

The vertical resin ducts ami the medullary rays containing the lu(rizt)ntal resin ducts also were

found to average considerably larger in longleaf than in the other two species. The projections

on the walls of the ray tracheids were found to be less reticulate in loblolly, as pointed out by Pen-

hallow in North American (;ynui(>sp(>rms. hut this feature was found to be influenced to some

extent by the rate of growth.

SUMMARY FOR MSI AL METHOD

1—See if pith is present at ends of stick.

(If pith is not present the specimen can not be

identified without a microscope.)

2—With sharp knife smooth the pith and

surrounding wood. If knots are present at

that point try the other end.

3—If the pith is not clear try moistening

the smoothed surface.

4—With finely graduated rule carefully

measure the average diameter of the pith. Use

a reading glass or low power hand lens if

available.

5—If tlie pith is O.U) incii or less in dia-

meter the specimen is not longleaf.

6—If the pith is over 0.10 inch in dia-

meter also measure the diameter of the second

annual ring. Be careful not to mistake the

first or third annual ring for the second.

7—On the chart find the point of inter-

section of the line representing the diameter of

the pith with the line representing the diameter

of the second annual ring.

8—If this point is below the line (^AB) the i •-i r i i
i

i i

f < nl r X , mi ,„„ , ,1 n, . \

specimen is not longleaf.

9—If this point is above tlie line (ABj the specimen is longleaf or

may be Cuban pine.

10—If the point of intersection is close to the line (AB) make measurements on the other

end of the specimen.

in rare instances, it



In addition to the BOGALUSA brand of select Long

Leaf Pine Structural Timbers the Great Southern

Lumber Company manufactures

Long Leaf Pine Structural and Finish-

ing Lumber in all Grades and Sizes

Long Leaf Pine Piling in Lengths up
to 110 feet. I Creosoted if Desired I

Sawn or Hewn All Heart Long Leaf

Pine Ties, Treated or Untreated

Long Leaf Pine Factory Flooring

Treated or Untreated Long Leaf Pine

Blocks for Street Paving and for

Factory Flooring

Long Leaf Pine Railroad and Car
Material to Meet any Standard

Specification

The Bogalusa Brand Insures Quality

Great Southern Lumber Company
Bogalusa, Louisiana






